
Geo Cyber Risk Index White Paper



Global institutions are attacked on a daily basis. The weaponization of code 
keeps decision-makers up at night. Next Peak’s Geo Cyber Risk Index arms 
companies across sectors with the insights they need for operating in a 
technologically and geopolitically volatile world. 



Executive summary

• Geopolitical shifts, evolving nation-state objectives and
varying rates of digital development mean that
multinational companies face different cyber risk
exposure across global locations.

• Existing tools to track global cyber threats are inadequate
as the basis for actionable operational risk assessments:
• An exclusive focus on environmental, social, and

governance (ESG) indexes fails to capture the
complexity of the relationship between cyber
threats and geopolitics.

• An exclusive focus on cyber threat activity fails to
capture political risk, a critical component of the
cyber risk environment.

• Next Peak’s Geo Cyber Risk Index covers 40 frontier,
emerging, and developed markets making up over 88% of
global GDP.

• We provide clients with the insight to monitor their global
cyber footprint, influencing directional leadership for
cybersecurity solutions.



Understanding organizational cyber threat exposure is a critical first-step in 
managing cyber risk effectively. The Geo Cyber Risk Index links cyber 
security to political risk, providing a multi-dimensional view of country-
specific cyber risk so that companies can develop and implement risk-
informed mitigation strategies in high risk environments.



Next Peak’s Geo Cyber Risk Index

The Geo Cyber Risk Index (GCRI) is a composite risk index
that provides a multi-dimensional view of country-
specific cyber risks to help companies implement
appropriate mitigation strategies to reduce overall threat
exposure and cyber risk.

The GCRI complements existing country and cyber-
specific metrics with analyst expertise. We measure 80+
variables across 40 countries, representing over 88% of
global GDP.

Our data is drawn from a combination of:

• Qualitative assessments from subject matter experts

• International institutions such as the World Bank,
World Economic Forum and IMF

• Cyber institutions such as the ITU and BSA

• Regional and country CERTS

• Industry reports and other primary sources

The 80+ variables are divided into what we assess as the
five main components of cyber risk.

Each variable is individually weighted according to its
relative importance to its corresponding component, risk
components are then weighted to produce a country’s
overall Geo Cyber Risk Score.
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Geo Cyber Risk Index Components

The GCRI is made up of five main components that we assess as the major contributors of a country’s cyber risk.

State Cyber Threat Risk

State cyber threat risk measures the risk that organizations face from cyber activity 
emanating from the government of the country they are operating in. An example of state 
cyber threat risk is the data security and intellectual property loss risk that companies 
face when doing business in China. 

Foreign State Impact Risk

Foreign state impact risk measures the risk that organizations face from other nation-state 
actors who are targeting the host state. The SolarWinds breach is an illuminative example 
of foreign state impact risk. Foreign state impact risk is also informed by other factors 
including whether the country in question has ongoing regional disputes or conflicts.

Cybercriminal Threat Risk

Cyber-criminal threat risk measures the risk that organizations face from cybercrime 
activity emanating from the host country including ransomware, fraud, phishing, identity 
theft, DDoS extortions and other illicit activity. We calculate cybercriminal threat risk 
through cybercriminal activity, capability, and conducive environment. 

Dissident Threat Risk

Dissident threat risk measures the risk that organizations face from dissident or hacktivist 
activity in the country including DDoS attacks, website defacement and other disruptive 
attacks. While hacktivism has been on the decline in recent years, we also measure some 
of the conditions that produce the potential threat of dissident cyber threat risk. 

Network Hygiene Risk

Network hygiene risk is a measure of the country’s cyber health. Poor network hygiene can 
create a conducive environment for the gamut of malicious cyber activity. For example, 
countries with high rates of software piracy have higher vulnerability rates due to patching 
difficulties and high rates of embedded malicious code in pirated software.



Geo Cyber Risk Index Sample Inputs

State Cyber Threat 
Risk

Foreign State 
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• National cyber 
strategies

• Protection of IP rights 
and trade secrets

• Advanced Persistent 
Threat (APT) 
capability

• Military expenditure

• Foreign state 
influence

• Ongoing conflict or 
regional dispute

• Number of foreign 
APT attacks 

• Presence of 
sanctions

• Cybercrime losses 
per GDP

• Percent of users 
experiencing 
financial malware

• Rate of corruption

• Size of shadow 
economy

• E-Government 
development

• Level of ICT 
penetration

• Civil and political 
rights

• Growth in VPN 
downloads

• National software 
piracy rate

• Number of secure 
internet servers

• Malicious IPs 
originating from 
country

• Rate of mobile and 
computer malware

Data from each of the 80+ variables was standardized using the min-max normalization technique and then
individually weighted according to its relative importance to its corresponding component.

Sample variables:



Existing tools to track global cyber threats are inadequate as the basis for 
actionable operational risk assessments, and lack the nuance provided by 
The Geo Cyber Risk Index. 



Comparison with Other Indexes

Geo Cyber        
Risk Index

ESG Cyber Indexes       
(e.g. MSCI)

Cyber Security 
Indexes (e.g. ITU)

Cyber Power Indexes 
(e.g. Belfer Center)

Cybercrime Indexes     
(e.g. Cybersecurity 

Exposure Index)

By Country Breakdown yes yes yes yes yes

Measures National Commitment to 
Cyber Security yes no yes yes yes

Measures APT Capability and Intent yes no no yes no

Measures Conduciveness of 
Environment for Cybercrime yes no yes no yes

Takes Geopolitics and Domestic 
Political Environment into Account yes no no no no

Measures Network Hygiene 
Environment yes no no no yes

Measures Threat of Dissident and 
Hacktivist Attacks yes no no no no

Can Provide Tailored Views for 
Specific Country Perspectives* yes no no no no

* While the main Geo Cyber Risk Index provides the perspective of Western companies doing business globally, the GCRI
can be adapted to other country perspectives e.g. China, India etc.

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/global-cybersecurity-index.aspx
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/national-cyber-power-index-2020
https://passwordmanagers.co/cybersecurity-exposure-index/


The Geo Cyber Risk Index was developed to help multinational clients 
navigate the dichotomy of growing geopolitical tensions while also 
maximizing opportunities created by the global economy. Alongside the 
GCRI, Next Peak provides clients with structured assessments of high risk 
environments as well as and tailored risk mitigation.



GCRI Use Cases

• Multinational enterprises
• Enterprises operating in multiple locations

around the world face different risk profiles
across operating locations.

• The GCRI helps multinational enterprises
understand their global cyber risk exposure by
identifying high-risk operating environments.

• Next Peak can help companies perform deep
and ongoing analysis of high-risk environments in
order to formulate risk-informed mitigation
strategies and remediation plans to reduce
country specific cyber risk.

• Institutional investors
• Existing tools to measure cybersecurity do not

capture the many variables that contribute to
cyber risk to investors.

• The GCRI provides institutional investors with a
multifaceted understanding of the cyber risk
exposure of potential investments.



We offer clients access to our Geo Cyber Risk Index Scores, in-depth 
country profiles and a monthly easy-to-digest cyber trends report to allow 
decision-makers to make operational risk assessments pertaining to their 
cyber exposure in 40 developed, emerging, and frontier markets. 



Geo Cyber Risk Development

Next Peak co-founder Greg Rattray initially developed the Geo
Cyber Risk Index in 2014 under his company, Intelligent Cyber
Research (ICR), in partnership with Eurasia Group. When Greg
joined JP Morgan Chase, the Index went dormant but Greg
used the methodology in his roles as Global Chief Information
Security Officer and head of Global Cyber Partnerships.

Recent global events from the Microsoft Exchange and
SolarWinds breaches, to the repeated cyber attacks on
companies involved in the research, production and
distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine have come as reminders
of geostrategic and political influences affecting cyber risk.

Next Peak’s Geo Cyber Risk Index was developed to help
multinational clients navigate the dichotomy of growing
geopolitical tensions while also maximizing opportunities
created by the global economy.

With this white paper we initiate our annual series on Geo
Cyber Risk around the world. If you are interested in what
insights the Geo Cyber Risk Index can provide to your
company, please visit our website: nextpeak.net

http://nextpeak.net/


TAKING CYBER DEFENSE TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Next Peak is a cybersecurity risk management consultancy co-founded by two US Air
Force and JP Morgan Chase veterans, Greg Rattray and James Cummings.

We advance cyber defense through deep strategic advisory and operational services.
Our network includes national leaders and front-line operators in cyber security,
infrastructure protection and risk management.
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